Application of Artificial Neural Network to Predict TDS
in Talkheh Rud River
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Abstract: Salinity ranks high among the list of parameters which demand attention during the planning and management of water quality,
particularly for drinking and irrigation. If water quality is adequately predicted, then the proper management is possible within the time.
Looking into this importance, in the present study, an artificial neural network (ANN) model was developed to predict the total dissolved
solids (TDS) as water quality indicator for the water quality management. Two ANN networks viz, multilayer perceptron (MLP) and recurrent
neural network (RNN), which are further referred as the Elman network were developed and applied to the Talkheh Rud River. Comparing
the results of the TDS at two monitoring stations, it was observed that the Elman network predicts the TDS very close to the observed values
(R = 0.9639). Possession of 1 month’s worth of TDS data beforehand may be helpful for the water quality management decision-making
process. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)IR.1943-4774.0000402. © 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers.
CE Database subject headings: Neural networks; Predictions; Water quality; Salinity; Rivers and streams; Iran.
Author keywords: Artificial neural network (ANN); Multilayer perceptron (MLP); TDS prediction; Talkheh rud river; Water quality
management.

Introduction
Lack of water resources and their optimum management have been
the primary challenges of water resources engineering. Population
growth, decrease of usable water resources, improvement in lifestyle, growing rate of consumption, climate change, and several
other factors have caused the availability of suitable water to be
a significant problem for future.
Salinity, which represents the majority of the dissolved constituents in water, can be measured in a number of ways. One way to
represent total dissolved ions (TDI) as the total number of ions in
solution defined as the sum of the major ions in water expressed
in mg/l. These include the cations Naþ , Kþ , Ca2þ , and Mg2þ and
2
anions Cl and HCO
3 with SO4 in most surface water and
groundwater. Conductivity is another parameter which can provide
an easy measurement of the salinity. (TDS) or “filterable residue,”
the concentration of dissolved substance in water is another parameter which may be considered. It includes mineral and organic
matter (McNeil and Cox 2000).
Reasonable and accurate prediction of future TDS is necessary
to effectively counter salinity and better manage the water quality.
To predict water salinity, it is necessary to have a month's or a season’s worth of data in advance. With the knowledge of fluctuations
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in the amount of salinity, a model can be presented for the long- and
short-term schedules. Maier and Dandy (1996) were the first to
apply the artificial neural network (ANN) for assessment of variation of water salinity in Murray River in the south of Australia to
find a way for predicting the average water salinity and obtaining
the efficient time to pump and operation of the water. Zhang and
Stanely (1997) applied the ANN to predict the water quality parameters in Saskatchewan River. Karul et al. (1999) studied the usage
of the ANN in eutrophication modeling and developed an algorithm to be deployed for water management. Huang and Foo
(2002) applied the ANN for assessment of variation of water salinity in Apalachicola River in Florida. They used part of existing data
for testing and the remainder of the data for the validity of the ANN
model. Coppola et al. (2003) described the successful application
of the technology for three kinds of management and underground
waters prediction. In the first instance, an ANN was trained by simulation of data gathered from a numerical model on the basis of
physic, in appropriate places, with various pumping and climate
conditions. The ANN obtained a high accuracy for prediction,
and its changing statue equations substituted in multipurpose optimization formula. In the second and third instances, the ANNs were
developed according to climate and hydrological real data for the
different hydrological environmental conditions. For the second
problem, an ANN was developed using the information collected
in 5 years and 8 months and under various climate and pumping
conditions to predict the heights in a limestone and ice layer under
the multilayer soil. Misaghi and Mohammadi (2003) studied water
quality in Zayandeh Rud River using general regression neural network (GRNN) for 10 years biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
and dissolved oxygen (Do). Kanani et al. (2008) studied water
quality in Talkheh Rud River, but they selected a water quality
monitoring station and applied multilayer perceptron (MLP) and
input delay neural network (IDNN) models. Asadollahfardi et al.
(2010) applied MLP model to total phosphor and total nitrogen data
in Anzali Wetland (Iran) and obtained acceptable prediction for
uttrification in the wetland.
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Considering the salinity problem associated with the Talkheh
Rud River and for better water quality management to ensure adequate water supply in the basin, the objectives of this study were
set to develop an ANN-based prediction model for monthly TDS.
Development of the model uses the discharge and TDS data for two
stations (viz, Merkid and Vanniyar) of Talkheh Rud River basin,
which were collected from the water authority of Azerbaijan.
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Study Area
Talkheh Rud River is located in the northwest of Iran and its water
comes from the Sabalan Mountain basin. The river is located in the
south of Khajeh salt dome flowing in the east-west direction. The
height averages around 1,481 m, while the highest points are from
1,595–1,650. The main stream passes through salt mine and has an
average slope of about 7%. The mountains in this area consist of
marl containing salt and form conic or elliptic-hills shapes. While
the highest peaks of the hills have relatively gentle slopes, the
debris contributing parts have steep slopes. In addition, there are
two outcrops of volcanic stone east of the area. The main contributor to the river’s salinity is that the groundwater moves through salt
(NaCl) and gypsum (CaSO4: 2H2 O) which have formed because of
geological variation and are deposited in evaporation formation
areas. Water of 32 tributary streams enters Talkheh Rud River,
of which 13 have high TDS, while the others have moderate
and acceptable TDS. The lowest and highest weather temperatures
recorded were 16 and 40°C from 1995 to 2005, respectively. The
minimum and the maximum average relative humidity from 1995
to 2005 were 32.9 and 68.27%, and the average annual precipitation is about 330 mm (Islamic Republic of Iran Meteorological
Organization 1983). The river passes through Vanniyar Valley
which is located in the north of Tabriz where the water from the

Sahand Mountain basin enters the river. Eventually, the river empties in the Oroumieh Lake (Mortazavi 2004). Some of the tributaries of Talkheh Rud River have relatively high water salinity as
mentioned perviously because the river passes salty basins, such
as Markid, Karchay, Sabzinehcha, and Tazahkan (Mortazavi
2004). Vanniyar Dam is located 468′23′′ E; 388′59′′ N on Talkheh
Rud River. The purpose of the dam was to supply water for irrigation of 40,000 ha of Sofian, Azarshahr, and Tabriz Cities. Fig. 1
and Table 1 shows location of Vanniyar Dam and water quality
monitoring stations and the basin characteristics, respectively.
The salinity problem in the water earmarked for irrigation purposes
is of major concern to the Azerbaijan, since the water plays an important role in the agricultural and economic development of
the area.

Theory of Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks Structure
Considering natural neural and its components, scientists have developed artificial neural, which is the smallest unit of an ANN. An
artificial neural consists of three components—weighting (W),
bias (b), and transfer function (f). These three components are
unique for each neural. Fig. 2 shows schematic structure of an
artificial neural. In Fig. 2, “p” and “a” are the input and output
to a neural, respectively. The weight and bias associated with
the neural is indicated by “w” and “b,” and “f ” is the symbol of
the transfer function. Parameter “n” is called the net input, which
is subjected to the f to give an output. Mathematical representation
of the artificial neural can be given as follows (Menhaj 1998):

Fig. 1. Talkheh Rud River basin and hydrometry stations (adapted from Mortazavi 2004)
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Table 1. Some Characteristics of Talkheh Rud River Basin (Adapted from
Mortazavi 2004)
Characteristics

1 ≤ j ≤ S1

¼F

R
X

#
w1j;i pi ðtÞ

þ

ð3Þ

b1j

i¼1

Quantity

Basin area up to Vanniyar Dam
Annual mean rainfall
Minimum altitude from sea level
Maximum altitude from sea level
Total amount of annual water
Upstream from annual water withdrawal
Vanniyar Dam annual evaporation
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"
a1j ðtÞ

7;723 km2
388 mm
1,458 m
3,882 m
409 million m3
108.6 million m3
1,503 mm

"
1 ≤ k ≤ S2

a2k ðtÞ

¼G

S1
X

#
w2k;j a1j ðtÞ

þ

ð4Þ

b2k

j¼1

where R = number of input signals; P = input component; W1 and
W2 = W matrices in the hidden and output layers, respectively; S1
and S2 = number of neural; b1 and b2 = b vectors in the hidden and
output layers, respectively; a1 and a2 = output components of the
corresponding layers; and F and G = neural transfer functions in the
hidden and output layer.
Recurrent Neural Networks

Fig. 2. Schematic of artificial neural

n ¼ wp þ b

ð1Þ

a ¼ f ðnÞ ¼ f ðwp þ bÞ

ð2Þ

In neural instruction process, “w” and “b” neural parameters
change until the best approximation for an output member corresponding to the input member is obtained (Menhaj 1998).

The inputs of dynamic networks are the same as that of a static
model; the main difference being that the effect of past periods
is considered in this model. One of the common methods for converting static networks to dynamic ones is the application of the
returned connections in various layers. In this method, the output
of different layers would return as an input layer through the
returned connections. These connections make the network act
as a dynamic network, in which they are necessary to process
the patterns. There are different RNNs depending on the location
of the returned connections. The Elman network is a kind of RNN
which consists of recurrent connections from hidden layer to input
layer (Maier and Dandy 1997). The structure of an Elman recurrent
network is indicated in Fig. 4. In Elman, the input layer is divided
into two sections: the real input part and recurrent part that is a
delay of outputs from hidden layer. The function of Elman recurrent network in a mathematical form can be given by Eqs. (5) and (6)
(Maier and Dandy 1997).

Multilayer Static Neural Networks
In static models, time is not considered and outputs of network at
any time depend on the inputs at the same time. Time is not considered because the inputs of network in previous times do not affect the results of the current interval. Static multilayer network is
the current and most applicable kind of neural because of its ability
to estimate the linear and nonlinear complicated graphs. Maier and
Dandy (1997) reported 41 successful case studies of prediction of
water variation, which uses the MLP neural. Fig. 3 shows these
characteristics.
Where R = number of input components; S1 = number of neural
in the hidden layer; and S2 = number of network output layer. The
function of this network can be modeled through the following
equations (Menhaj and Seifipour 1998):

Fig. 3. MLP with a hidden layer

"
1 ≤ j ≤ S1

a1j ðtÞ

¼F

R
X

w1j;i pi ðtÞ

þ

i¼1

S1
X

#
wcj;c a1c ðt

 1Þ þ

b1j

C¼1

ð5Þ
"
1 ≤ k ≤ S2

a2k ðtÞ ¼ G

S1
X

#
w2k;j a1j ðtÞ þ b2k

ð6Þ

j¼1

Fig. 4. Structure of Elman recurrent network (adapted from
Menhaj 1998)
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where W1 and Wc = W matrices in the hidden layer for actual
inputs and recurrent part, respectively. Other variables have been
defined previously.
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Method and Analysis
The main aim of this study is to apply MLP and Elman of ANN for
simulating effects of discharge with a month’s time delay for salinity of Talkheh Rud River in Vanniyar and Merkid hygrometry and
water quality stations. Therefore, to estimate the neural networks
and ensure their efficiencies to predict the salinity, it is necessary to
apply one static network and a dynamic one and then compare the
two. The structure of a network is determined by the options which
define the functions of a neural network. Therefore, architecture of
a neural network is part of its structure. In addition to network
architecture, which is the hardware aspect, while applying the neural networks, there are other points that have to be considered in the
software aspect. The optimal learning rate and data dedication
algorithm to the neural networks are among these factors. The
choice of the previously mentioned items, in principle, is as important as the network architecture itself to obtain the most appropriate
response.
Determination of Network Architecture
While reviewing various studies on water resources, it was apparent
that the structure of the middle layer (hidden) with varying number
of neural, is more appropriate and has better results (Hornik
et al.1989). Hornik et al. (1989) confirmed the “universal approximator theory” which explained that a feedforward neural network
with a hidden layer of sigmoid tangent and linear output layer
would be able to estimate each complicated function (Cybenko
1989; Hornik 1991, 1993; Leshno et al. 1993). This theory
decreases the number of hidden layers to the least and decreases
the complexity of the network (Hornik et al. 1989). The rate of
the network efficiency depends on applying the appropriate number
of neural in hidden layers. According to the previously mentioned
theory, all the applied networks consist of a hidden layer. The f of
the hidden layer is a sigmoid tangent and the f of output layer is
considered a linear tangent. Fig. 4 shows the characteristic of sigmoid tangent function. The number of neural in the hidden layer
would be determined by the output component. The only remaining
option in network architecture would be the number of hidden
layer, and according to the mentioned theory, it needs more precision. To determine the number of neural in the hidden layer, the
method of trial and error was adopted to arrive at best network.
The other point which has been considered while choosing the
number of neural in the hidden layer is the simplicity of the network. Between two options, the one which has less neural has been
chosen to avoid the network complication. In this study, 2–30 neural have been used in the hidden layer and finally MATLAB (2007)
software has been used to operate the model.
Learning Rate

Determining the appropriate learning rate is one of the most sensitive processes to use the algorithm of back propagation (Menhaj
and Seifipour 1998).
The learning rate is indicated by a symbol α and determines the
velocity of convergence in this algorithm. The performance of
the steepest descent algorithm is enhanced if the learning rate is
allowed to alter during the training process. An adaptive learning
rate attempts to make the learning step as big as possible to keep
the learning stable and requires some changes in the training
procedure.
The sigmoid functions are used in this research and characterized by the fact that their slopes must approach zero as the input
gets larger. This causes a problem when steepest descent is used to
train a multilayer network with sigmoid functions, because the gradient can have a very small magnitude, and therefore, can potentially cause small changes in the Ws and bs, although the Ws and bs
are far from their optimal values. Resilient back propagation training algorithm is used to eliminate these harmful effects of the
magnitudes of the partial derivatives.
Data Preparation
Data monitored by water authority of Azerbaijan Province (Iran)
during the years 1991 to 2003 was applied for data analysis. A summary of the data is shown in Tables 2 and 3. The last 4 years (2000
to 2003) of data were used for testing or validating the model,
whereas the rest of the period was used for training the network.
Considering the application off of sigmoid tangent in hidden layers
of the networks and the special formula of this function, the scale of
input data must be changed. Considering Fig. 5 sigmoid tangent
function, it is apparent that the slope of this function is distinguished according to the sums in interval (1, 1) of the ambient
and has few changes out of this interval. For all used data, output
and input have been transformed to the (1, 1) interval to prevent
the network saturation. Network training was conducted considering this information and after finishing the processing, the predicted
amounts would be transformed back to the real data. Eq. (7) is used
to change the scale of the data (Razavi 2006)
As ¼

At  A
×21
BA

ð7Þ

where AS , At = scaled value and actual (observed) value of TDS in
time t, respectively. A and B are the lowest and highest values of
series of TDS.
In each station, the last 4 years of salinity data were used for
validation or testing of the model and the remaining data were
applied to train the model.
Model Efficiency
To assess the applicability of the models/networks, two statistical
criteria were adopted, i.e., mean absolute percentage error (MAPE %)
a mean absolute error (MAE). These criteria can be defined as
follows:

There is a parameter called learning rate in the training algorithm
of back propagation, which is on the basis of the steepest descent.
Its objective is to minimize the sum square error of outputs.

MAPE ¼


n 

1X
A t  F t 

n t¼1
At 

ð8Þ

Table 2. Summary of Merkid Statistic Data
Parameter

Count

Mean

Minimum

10th

25th

50th

75th

90th

Maximum

Discharge
TDS

104
104

12.33
24,098.73

0.008
762

1.35
1,664

3.38
4,235.29

6.75
10,857.14

11.43
34,000

44
47,600

144
96,251
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Table 3. Summary of Vanniyar Statistic Data
Parameter

Count

Mean

Minimum

10th

25th

50th

75th

90th

Maximum

Discharge
TDS

85
85

9.79
9,431.70

0.025
765

1.37
1,214

3.43
3,035.70

6.85
7,205.88

12.5
14,519.20

31.25
22,916.6

62.4
33,711

Fig. 6. Time series of real TDS parameter and predicted one by MLP
network (23 neural) in Vanniyar station with 1-month delay

Fig. 5. "f" of sigmoid tangent

MAE ¼

n
1X
jF  At j
n t¼1 t

ð9Þ

where F t is the forecast value of TDS in time t; and n = number of
fitted points.
Apart from the previous criteria, the correlation coefficient (R)
was used to evaluate the validation performance and is given as
follows:
P
ðAt  At ÞðF t  F t Þ
R ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð10Þ
P
P
ðAt  At Þ2  ðF t  F t Þ2

Fig. 7. Variation of MAE on the basis of the number of neural in MLP
network of Vanniyar station

where At and F t = mean of At and F t in series of data. While R
reaches 1, it shows strong correlation between real data and predicted ones, and when R approaches zero, there is a weak correlation between two types of the data (Kennedy and Neville 1964).

Results and Discussions
Lack of sufficient, complete, and accurate data was a limitation of
this research. Data for TDI and conductivity, the two indicators of
salinity, was not sufficient. Hence, TDS data, which was both sufficient and accurate, was used instead. TDS and discharge are timedependent parameters while the MLP network is time independent.
This fact caused decreasing accuracy of the TDS predictions. In
dynamic configuration of Elman network when the recurrent computations exceed too much, the errors blew up. These are limitations in the study.
Results of Prediction Using MLP and Elman Network
In Vanniyar station, as shown in Fig. 6, predictions during 1991–
2000 are closer and converge to real data, which maybe as a result
of the good workability of the training function in this period (training period). As shown in Fig. 7, variations of errors are irregular
when the number of neural increase, but the figure shows less error
when the number of neural are between 13 and 27. As shown in
Fig. 8, variation in errors is irregular when the number of neural

Fig. 8. Variation of MAPE on the basis of the number of neural in MLP
network of Vanniyar network

increase, but the figure shows less error when the number of neural
is between 13 and 25.
As illustrated in Fig. 9, time series of TDS parameters, data predicted during 1996 to 2000 are closer and converge to real data,
which maybe a result of the good workability of training function
in this period (training period) and nature of dynamic in the model.
As shown in Fig. 10, variation of errors is irregular when the number of neural increase, but the figure has minimum error when the
numbers of neural are 30. As shown in Fig. 11, variation of errors is
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Table 4. The Network Features and MAE Results
Station

Network features

Period

MAE

Number of neural

MLP

Train
Test
Total
Train
Test
Total
Train
Test
Total
Train
Test
Total

524.17
561.49
563.05
378.05
392.57
399.64
572.89
572.46
591.76
415.05
411.54
423.11

23
23
23
30
30
30
13
13
13
22
22
22

Vanniyar

Elman
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Merkid

MLP

Fig. 9. Figure of time series of predicted TDS parameter and real ones
(with 30 neural) in Vanniyar station with Elman network and 1-month
delay

Elman

Table 5. Network Features and MAE Results
Station

Network features

Period

MAPE (%)

Number of neural

MLP

Train
Test
Total
Train
Test
Total
train
Test
Total
Train
Test
Total

3.82
9.89
7.36
4.35
6.09
5.95
8.69
8.68
8.87
6.16
6.08
6.16

23
7
23
24
24
24
13
13
13
22
22
22

Vanniyar

Elman

Fig. 10. Variation of MAE on the basis of the number of neural in
Vanniyar station using Elman network

Merkid

MLP

Elman

Fig. 11. Variation of MAPE on the basis of number of neural in
Vanniyar station using Elman network

irregular when the number of neural increase, but the figure has
minimum error when the number of neural is 24.
Table 4 shows the MLP and Elman networks’ MAE values in
Vanniyar monitoring station. As shown in the table, when using
MLP network in Vanier monitoring station with 23 neural in hidden
layer, the minimum MAE in training, testing, and total was 524.17,
561.49, and 563:05 mg=L, respectively. Conversely, when Elman
network was applied with 30 neural in the hidden layer for the same
station, minimum MAE in training, testing and total were 378.05,
392.57, and 399:64 mg=L, respectively. Therefore, it can be
claimed that MAE in Elman network is less than in MLP network.
Table 5 shows the MLP and Elman network MAPE values in
Vanniyar monitoring station. As shown in Table 5, when using
MLP network in Vanier monitoring station with 23 neural in hidden
layer, the minimum MAPE in training, testing, and total were

3.82, 9.89, (7 neural) and 7.36%, respectively. Similarly, when
applying Elman network with using 24 neural in the station, the
minimum MAPE in training, testing, and total was 4.35, 6.09,
and 5.95%, respectively. This result shows that the minimum
MAPE in Elman network is less than in MLP network.
In Merkid station, as is noted in Fig. 12 (MLP network), time
series of TDS parameters predicted during 1997 – 2003 are more
close to real sum, perhaps because of being more accurate in this
interval. Fig. 13 indicates variation of errors is irregular when increasing the number of neural, but the curve has an absolute minimum when the number of neural is about 10–15. Fig. 14 indicates
variation of errors is irregular with increasing the number of neural,
but the curve has an absolute minimum when the number of neural
is 13. As shown in Table 4, when using MLP network in Merkid
monitoring station with 13 neural in hidden layer, the minimum
MAE obtained in training, testing, and total was 572.89, 572.46,
and 591:76 mg=L, and when Elman network was applied with
22 neural in hidden layer in the station, the minimum MAE in training, testing, and total was 524.17; 561.49, and 423:11 mg=L,
respectively. These results again confirm that MAE in Elman network is less than in MLP network. Table 5 shows the MLP and
Elman networks MAPE values in Merkid monitoring station. As
shown in the table, using MLP network in Merkid monitoring station with 23 neural in hidden layer, the minimum MAPE in training, testing, and total were 8.69, 8.68, and 8.88% respectively.
Conversely, the use of Elman network with 22 neural in the station
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Fig. 12. Time series of real and predicted TDS parameter (with 13
neural) in Merkid station with MLP network and 1-month delay

Fig. 15. Time series of real and predicted TDS parameters (with 15
neural) in Merkid station using Elman network and a 1-month delay

Fig. 16. Variation of MAE on the basis of number of neural in Merkid
station and with Elman network

Fig. 13. Variation of MAPE on the basis of number of neural in Merkid
station with MLP network

Fig. 17. Variation of MAPE on the basis of number of neural in Merkid
station with Elman network

Fig. 14. Variation of MAE on the basis of number of neural in Merkid
stations with MLP network

Table 6. Amounts of R-Square Using the Different Networks
Station
Vanniyar

generated minimum MAPE in training, testing, and total of 6.16,
6.09, and 6.16%, respectively. This result again testifies that the
minimum MAPE in Elman network is less than MLP network
at this station.
Fig. 15 (Elman network) indicates time series of TDS parameters predicted during 1991 – 2000 are more close to real sums;
maybe because of more accuracy in this interval or the good function of training function in this period (training period). Fig. 16
indicates variation of errors is irregular with increasing the number
of neural but the curve has an absolute minimum when the number
of neural is 15. Fig. 17 indicates variation of errors is irregular with
increase in the number of neural,but the curve has an absolute minimum when the number of neural is 15. The obtained sums of
R-square in each station with every network are shown in Table 6.
The table shows that the correlation coefficients of MLP and Elman

Merkid

Applied network

R-square

MLP
Elman
MLP
Elman

0.9639
0.9605
0.9135
0.9265

networks with the observed data is about 0.96 which may lend
proof to the accuracy of the models in Vanniyar monitoring station.
The same justification stands for the Merkid station.
Comparing the results reported by Kanani et al. (2008) with
those obtained by this study at the Vinar monitoring station show
some improvement and advantages in this study. The accuracy of
the model prediction in this work, for instance, is higher. Minimum
of MAE of their work was 1;114 mg=l with 14 neural in hidden
layer using MLP network, whereas MAE of this work with
the same model was 524:17 mg=l. Although we assessed up to
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30 neural in hidden layer to obtain greater accuracy, they considered 15 neural employing IDNN model; they achieved minimum
MAPE of 9.88% whereas we used Elman network and obtained
MAPE of 3.82%. Correlation coefficients, R, in this work ranged
from 0.9135–0.9639, whereas R of their work was from 0.622 –
0.949. This may hint at the improved accuracy in our model
prediction. Finally, we analyzed both Merkid as well as Vanniyar
monitoring stations, whereas they employed data only from
Vanniyar station.

Conclusions
Considering the results and discussions of the applied networks
with different neural combinations, following conclusions can
be made:
1. MLP network is adequate for immediate estimation of salinity
whereas the dynamic networks are more accurate and
applicable.
2. Salinity prediction accuracy in Merkid station is greater in
Vanniyar which may be because of the adequacy and reliability
of data in this station.
3. Merkid station has lowest range of MAPE (6.08%) when
applying Elman ANN using 22 neural in the hidden layer.
4. Vanniyar station has lowest range of MAE when applying
Elman model using 30 neural in the hidden layer, and the lowest rate of MAPE is 3.82%, when applying MLP network and
using 23 neural in the hidden layer.
5. The best correlation coefficient (0.9639) is obtained from
prediction when applying MLP model in Vanniyar station.
6. The results may be applicable for water quality management
for planning of using water for agriculture.
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